About Inside Rx
Inside Rx, LLC, is powered by its parent company, Express Scripts, the nation’s leading independent
pharmacy benefit manager. As a fully owned subsidiary, Inside Rx applies Express Scripts’ purchasing power
to expand affordable access to brand and generic medications for patients in need. The company’s mission
is to deliver significant savings for the uninsured and those who experience high out-of-pocket costs for
prescription medications. Consumers who use Inside Rx can access one of 60,000 pharmacies throughout
the United States and Puerto Rico, including CVS, the Kroger Family of Pharmacies and Walgreens.
There are no membership fees or costs to obtain savings. Visit www.insiderx.com to learn more.

The discount card program provides transparent and affordable access to most prescribed
brand and generic medications. However, Inside Rx offers consumers unique value in that it is
the first prescription savings program that works with multiple pharmaceutical manufacturers
to apply rebates at the point of sale for almost 300 brand medications. As a result, consumers
using Inside Rx can save an average of 70% on brands and generic medication.*
*Average savings based on usage and Inside Rx data as compared to cash prices; average
savings for all generics are 78%; 37% for select brand medications; restrictions apply.
Core Product Offering
Our core product is a discount prescription drug card designed to deliver
significant savings for the uninsured and those who experience high out-ofpocket costs for prescription medications. Our vision is to make obtaining
discounts on prescription drugs easy and affordable for consumers who pay
out of pocket.
Covered Prescription Drugs
The discount card program provides affordable access to most brand and
generic medications. However, Inside Rx offers consumers unique value in
that it is the first prescription savings program that works with multiple
pharmaceutical manufacturers to apply rebates at the point of sale for almost
300 brand medications. Consumers using Inside Rx can save an average of
37% on featured brands and as much as 78% on generics.
Excluded drugs are compounds, repackaged drugs, and vaccines and
over the counter products without a prescription.

The program is easily accessible via our
website at Inside Rx.com, which enables
the ability to download electronic versions
of the prescription drug cards without
registration. Consumers can download
an Inside Rx card instantly, request a text
or email with a card, download the Inside
Rx mobile app or print out a card to take
to the pharmacy with their prescription.
Additionally, Inside Rx provides English and
Spanish language versions of its website
and discount cards and materials.

Pharmacy Network
Consumers who use Inside Rx can access one of
60,000 pharmacies throughout the United States
and Puerto Rico, including CVS, the Kroger Family
of Pharmacies, Walgreens and many independent
pharmacies. There are no membership fees or costs
to obtain savings. The Inside Rx program also supports
home delivery through the Express Scripts Pharmacy.
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Eligibility
The program is available to consumers who are uninsured or underinsured. The Inside Rx card is
not insurance and it cannot be combined with insurance, copay cards, or any other secondary
payer. Please note that there are some usage restrictions. If a consumer is covered by state
or federally funded benefit plans (such as Medicare, Medicaid or Tricare), the consumer is not
able to purchase feature priced brand medications, even if the consumer elects to process the
prescription outside of the benefit as an uninsured (cash-paying) patient.
This information regarding eligibility restrictions is described on our website and in written
materials shared with consumers.

Other Products and/or Services
As a result of market changes and growing demand for savings on prescription drug discounts for every family member,
Inside Rx also offers a separate discount card program for pets. Consumers with pets can access discounts on a wide variety
of prescribed human medications used by pets. Pet owners can save an average of 15% on brand medications and an average
of 75% on generic medications. These discounts are based on savings for over 50% of customers that use the Inside Rx Pets card,
comparing the price paid versus the cash price of the medication. Actual savings will vary. Consumers can look up the current
price of their pet’s medication at www.insiderx.com/pets or call our toll-free number.
Customer/Beneficiary Services
Inside Rx provides dedicated customer service 7 days a week, 8:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m., EST.
Additionally, consumers can request assistance via email.
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